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Hey gang, Valkor here. And I’m coming at ya with something that’s totally unique and it might 
be something you never though existed… and yet here it is. Or maybe you knew It existed but 
didn’t bother to tell me… bunch of jackals! Well we’ve all heard of “can of air” right? You use it 
to get the crumbs and stuff from the crevices of your keyboard after a long night of gaming and 
Doritos? Enter Oxygen Plus or “O+”, with an interesting way to get a jolt of the pure stuff we 
breathe in every day, when we need it the most. 
 
O+ packs 95% of pure oxygen in a slim aerosol 
style can, which comes in two sizes (Skinni 
and Mini) and three flavors (regular, 
peppermint and pink grapefruit). To use the 
product you simply spray directly in your face 
or spray and suck it in through the mouth (my 
preferred method). However the biggest 
question to ask is: why do I need a can of 
oxygen? Taken from the company’s press 
release showcasing those who benefit most 
from the product: 

• Athletes: breathing just a few pumps 
after a workout can increase stamina and help muscles recover faster from fatigue 

• Beauty Lovers: increased oxygen intake increases circulation, which increases the 
delivery of nutrition to the skin, helps to clear and minimize clogged pores, gives skin 
brightness and clarity and restores radiance and freshness 

• Office Workers & Students: O+ serves as an energy booster 
• Travelers: restore depleted oxygen levels after a long flight and alleviate jet lag 
• Motorists: combat the effects of stale air and pollution from extended car rides 

But even if your type isn’t there, you can still make good with the product. Now, using O+ is 
simple, however the can doesn’t detail how long you should spray, but I went with one and two 
second bursts. With the flavors you get a very slight taste, nothing that’ll make you wince - this 
is especially true with the pink grapefruit as the flavor seems more prominent than with 

	

	



	

peppermint. I took O+ with me to work daily (kudos to the company for providing TOV with 3 
cans to work with); not only that but I’ve also used it post flights on a small trip I took recently – 
though not before or directly after a flight, since I don’t want to be seen doing something that 
might be considered “suspicious”. With work, my day begins at 3 AM, so I’m in much need of a 
“perk me up”, to relieve myself of that sluggish pre-work start. My go to is usually coffee and 
when it comes to energy drinks? I’m not a fan. Post flight, I’ll get to my destination, take a quick 
restroom break and soak in some of that pure O+ to see if it helps with the jetlag. 

The Good:  

Given the proposed benefits of using O+, I’d have to concur with it for the most part; never 
having used such a product prior to this and using O+ in different scenarios, I feel as though it 
works for what you would need it for. For me, I do get that feeling of increased alertness and 
clarity – clarity especially, because a few times when I know I want to write a review, I would hit 
a wall and my usual methods to get past it don’t always work. But taking in a couple of shots of 
O+ does help to clear the mind and makes it easier for me to process what I want to think and 
say; the feeling doesn’t kick in directly, but when it does, it feels pretty good. The can is very 
lightweight and slim enough that it can be taken with you anywhere without any added bulk or 
weight and ready whenever you need it. In the end, I have to say I’m impressed with O+ and all 
the benefits that come with it. It’s a nifty and unique product that’ll take some getting used to, 
but you’ll appreciate the overall effects it gives.  

The Bad: N/A  

The Ugly: N/A  

If you’re interested in learning more about Oxygen Plus O+ products or purchasing a can or two 
(remember Skinni or Mini) for yourself or others, then simply click that logo to the right to get 
started. O+ not only makes for a cool treat for you but would make for excellent stocking 
stuffers this holiday season. And out of TOV 5 stars, I’m gonna score O+ at a 5 and it’s been 
Valkor tested, TOV Approved. 
 
 

 
 

Full article:  http://www.the-other-view.com/oxygenplus.html  


